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Marshall University Saturday, May 7, 1983 at 11:00 a.m. in the Huntington Civic Center 1 I 
Disclaimer 
The list of May degree candidates in this program is 
tentative and is based upon the anticipated successful 
completion of work undertaken during the Second 
Semester 1982-83. This document should not be taken 
as an official record that degrees have in fact been 
awarded. 
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Welcome Marshall University welcomes those attending the 146th Commencement Exercises. 
Academic Procession Faculty Marshals Candidates for Bachelor Degree Candidates for Associate Degree Candidates for Master Degree Candidates for Medical Degree Candidates for Doctoral Degree Assistant Chief Faculty Marshal Members of the Faculty Chief Faculty Marshal Commencement Officials 
Alma Mater Marshall Gracious Alma Mater, We thy name revere: May each noble son and daughter Cherish thine honor dear. May thy lamp be ever bright Guiding us to truth and light; As a beacon o'er dark water This is for thee our prayer. May the years be kind to Marshall; May she grow in fame; May her children fail her never, True to her beacon flame. May her spirit brave and strong Honor right and conquer wrong; This the burden of our song Ever her truth proclaim. 
Commencement Officials Chief Marshal: Professor T. S. Bishop Assistant Chief Marshal: Professor George Ward, II Prof. Robert P. Alexander Prof. Bruce J. Ardinger Prof. William F. Ashford Prof. Richard Bonnett Prof. Mahlon Brown Prof. David Dawson Prof. Sarah Denman Prof. Jeanne De Vos Assistants: Chief Usher: Professor Ernest W. Cole Prof. Dean Adkins Prof. Howard Adkins Prof. Neal Adkins Prof. Robert Dils Prof. Dan K. Evans Prof. Mack Gillenwater Prof. Charles F. Gruber Prof. Ralph Hall Prof. Carl Johnson Prof. Bosworth Johnson Prof. Richard Jones Assistant Chief Usher: Professor Charles Webb Assistants: Prof. Kenneth Guyer Prof. Louise Hoy Prof. Howard L. Mills Prof. Giovanna Morton Prof. Ralph E. Oberly Prof. Wayne Taylor Prof. Ruth T. Wellman Prof. David Woodward Prof. William Kearns Prof. Nicholas Kontos Prof. Michael Little Prof. Philip Modlin Prof. William Radig Prof. Jim Rogers Prof. Harry Sowards Prof. James Stone Prof. Donald Tarter Prof. Luther White 
r 
l 
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The 146th Commencement Program President Robert B. Hayes, Presiding Precommencement Concert Marshall University Wind Symphony Professor W. Richard Lemke, Conductor Processional - Ceremonial Marches Invocation . ......................... The Reverend Martha E. Loyd Music Methodist Minister Campus Christian Center "When I Survey the Wondrous Cross" ... . Arranged by G. M. Martin ''Battle Hymn of the Republic" . ....... Arranged by Peter Wilhousky The Symphonic Choir and A Cappella Choirs The Wind Symphony Professor Wendell Kumlien, Conductor Linda Curtis, Accompanist Introduction of Guests Special Guest E. Gordon GeePresident, West Virginia University Conferring of Academic Degrees The President of the University Recognition of Honor Graduates Conferring of the Honorary Degrees Candidates Presented by ............... Olen E. Jones, Jr., Provost A. Mervin Tyson , Doctor of HumanitiesWilliam J. L. Wallace , Doctor of PedagogyRobert E. Yancey , Doctor of Science Greetings ................................ Karen Curnutte Thomas Director, Marshall University Alumni Association The President's Charge "Alma Mater" ............................. C.E. and James Haworth Professor Leo V. lmperi Benediction ''The Lord Bless You and Keep You" ............... John Rutter Recessional - Ceremonial Marches 
The audience is requested to be seated following the Benediction and remain 
seated until the class has recessed. 
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Profile of Marshall University Marshall College had a problem with its students: "The most decided objection we have to find to any considerable number (of the students) is the tendency to study too long hours, a tendency we are trying to correct. "The quotation comes from the 1909-10 Marshall College Catalog and one historian has attributed it to Presi­dent Lawrence J. Corbly. The historian added his own wry comment: "President Corbly and his successors evidently met with considerable success in correcting this tendency." The problem of overzealous students may have been exaggerated. In any event, Marshall has had more serious problems in an often-turbulent history extending back to 1837--some 26 years before the state of West Virginia was born. The early history of Marshall is filled with colorful events and people. To put things in chronological perspective, the academic melodrama started in 1837 when the good citizens of Guyandotte and the farming country to the west--now the city of Huntington-­decided they needed an annual school to provide for the education of their youngsters. Tradition records they met at the home of John Laidley, who assumed leadership of the project and named the new school Marshall Academy in honor of his friend, the late Chief Justice John Marshall. They decided to locate their new school on a knoll known as "Maple Grove," site of a small log building called Mount Hebron Church. The structure also has served for some time as a subscription school for the area, open but three months each year. It remained a subscription school that summer, conducted by Isaac H. Peck. It wasn't until March 30, 1838, that the General Assembly of Virginia passed an act formally incorporating Marshall Academy and appointing Laidley and eight other men as trustees. On June 30 of that year, the trustees purchased from James and Lucy Holder- by the one and one-fourth acre lot con­taining their log "academy." The price: $40. That land is now the site of Old Main. The trustees proceeded to build a new two-story, brick building, 22 feet wide and 50 feet long, containing four rooms. It was completed by February, 1839. The first full school term was con­ducted in 1838-39 with Peck serving as principal for a salary of $500. In 1850, the academy and its financial obligations were accepted by the Con­ference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. In 1858, Marshall Academy was renamed Marshall Col­lege. The coming of the Civil War nearly spelled the end of the young college. Lack of financial support, accumulated debts, court action and the war itself forced the school to close its doors in 1861. The property was sold at public auction. Mrs. Salina Mason bought the land and building for $1,500 for her father, John W. Hite. He was a Confederate sympathizer and could not appear in court in his own behalf. For the next few years, Hite and his family lived in the college building. During at least part of the war, a small school, probably a subscription school, was maintained at the college-­fulfilling a provision in the original deed from James Holderby which specified it was to be used" ... for the express pur­pose of an Accademy (sic) and for no other use." The building also was used as a hospital during part of the conflict. In the fall of 1866, the Southern Methodists made an attempt to regain control of the property, but were unable to raise enough money. Meanwhile, the new state of West Virginia had recognized the need for an institution to train teachers to serve the state's public schools. After many months of wrangling over location, the Legislature on Feb. 27, 1867, voted ap­proval of a bill establishing a "state (continued) 
normal school" to be located at Marshall College. In order to get the college reopened, the voters of Cabell County approved a property tax levy amounting to $5,000. The state also appropriated funds and on Aug. 1, 1867, the schools' regents pur• chased the lot and building from Mrs. Mason for $3,600. The regents of the state normal school also authorized ad­ditions and repairs amounting to about $3,800. During that period, the regents pur• chased an additional 10 acres land from William P. Holderby for $1,000. lt turned out that there was a lien against the land and the regents had to ask the Legislature to authorize condemnation in order to obtain a valid title. In September, 1868, they obtained 13 and three-quarters acres at a price fixed at $1,375. This brought the college holdings to a total of 15 acres in order " ... that there might be ample room around the buildings, and that the Steward of the College might be able to provide material for his table ... " In 1868, Marshall needed land for farming. A hundred years later, the pro• blem was parking. The first session of Marshall College as a state normal school began June 15, 1868, and lasted 10 weeks, but financial problems continued to plague the school. The Legislature made no ap• proprk.tion for salaries and expenses for the year 1879-80 and Principal A.D. Chesterman had to struggle to keep the school open with the money received from tuition fees. These were not ade­quate to provide a proper teaching staff. Matters began to improve during the administration of Thomas E. Hodges (1886-1896) as the state gradually in• creased its financial support. During Hodges' last year, 1895-96, the school's enrollment exceeded 200 for the first time. The 1896 graduating class of 19 also was a record. Hodges was followed by Lawrence J. Corbly, who was to serve 19 years--the longest tenure of any Marshall president with the exception of Stewart H. Smith (1946-68). Corbly's administration marks a major turning point in Marshall's for­tunes. Enrollment began a steady climb, from 258 in 1896-97 to 1,021 by 1907. In 1905, construction was started on the final section of Old Main. This is the familiar "towers" segment facing the main entrance to the campus on 16th Street. With its completion, Old Main consisted of five sections. Reading from the east, these were completed in 1898, 1870, 1899, 1896 and 1907. The first edition of the campus newspaper, The Parthenon, was pub­lished in 1898, although there had been an earlier newspaper with a different name. Intercollegiate athletics got their start at Marshall during this period, with the first football team being fielded in 1898. The Marshall teams originally were known as the Blue and Black, but the now-familiar Green and White colors had been adopted by 1904. In May, 1907, the board of regents adopted a plan for the reorganization of the college. Among other things, the plan changed Corbly's title from "principal" to "president" and raised his salary to $2,500 a year. In 1907, Marshall was still strictly a secondary school. By 1912, the regents had added two years of study to the school's program, equivalent to the freshman and sophomore years in col­lege. In 1914, President Corbly recom• mended that " ... Marshall College should be made a 'college' in fact as well as in official name--a degree--conferring institution." But when Corbly retired in 1915, Marshall was still a thriving junior col­lege. A few years later, however, his hopes were to be realized. In 1920, the State Board of Education approved Marshall's granting of a bachelor's degree in educa­tion. Teachers College conferred degrees upon four candidates in June, 1921. The years ahead were to see steady physical and academic expansion and Marshall became a university in 1961. By the fall of 1980 Marshall had an enroll­ment exceeding 11,800, a full-time faculty of 384 and 105 part-time in• structors. The small academy has become a major university operating nine colleges and schools: College of Liberal Arts, College of Science, College of Education, College of Business, Graduate School, School of Medicine, Community Col­lege, and School of Nursing. 
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Academic Heraldry The custom of wearing academic regalia in the colleges and universities of the United States has been continuous since Colonial times. The colors indicating fields of study and degrees conferred are now of standard significance and at Marshall University show in the hoods worn by the Master's and Doctoral degree candidates. Hoods for both Master's and Doctor's are made of black, lined with silk chevrons in the official colors of the university conferring the degree, and trimmed with velvet collars in colors distinctive of the degree. The hoods of the Marshall Faculty represent the many institutions and variety of degrees that com• prise a university faculty. MARSHALL UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL Master of Arts - White Master of Science - Golden Yellow Master of Business Administration - Drab Master of Arts in Journalism - Crimson Master of Education - Light Blue MARSHALL UNIVERSITY MEDICAL SCHOOL Doctor of Medicine - Green FACULTY HOODS - MASTER'S AND DOCTOR'S Arts and Humanities .......................... White Business and Accountancy ...................... Drab Economics .................................. Copper Education ................................ Light Blue Engineering ................................. Orange Home Economics ............................ Maroon Journalism ................................. Crimson Library Science .............................. Lemon Medicine .................................... Green Music ......................................... Pink Nursing .............................. -..... Apricot Philosophy ............................... Dark Blue Physical Education ........................ Sage Green Science .............................. Golden Yell ow Social Science ................................ Cream Theology .................................... Scarlet At Marshall University, holders of the bachelor's degrees do not wear hoods. The color of the tassel on their caps indicates their field of study in accordance with the legend above. 
Class of 1983 Honor Graduates 
Bachelor Degree Candidates The bachelor's degrees honor graduates are distinguished by stoles worn with their caps and gowns. The Summa Cum Laude graduates are so distinguished by the Red Stoles and the Magna Cum Laude and Cum Laude graduates are distinguished by the Gold Stoles. Summa Cum Laude These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.85 to 4.0. Margaret Anne Halat Adkins Michael R. Clifford Bonnie Lou Cobb Mark Edward Coggins Cynthia Louise Conley Summer Leigh Conley Monica Lee Divers Kimberley Renee Fields Venisa Lynn Varney Flesher Donna Lea Gunnoe William Hershel Haney Linda Allison Henry Karen Sue Evans Hopkins Brian Richard Humphreys Lisa Carole King William Clive Mangus Kimberly Rhodes May Lisa Rene McClure James Michael Mears Alta Elaine Merritt June Kessinger Moore Patricia Jo Neff Russell David Perry Margaret Milton Petitt Connie Manning Pierce Helena Valdivia Robbins Joanne Schneider Scott Kevin Sheets Carol Elizabeth Sheppe Lana Miller Smith Sandra Annette Smith Sandra Lynn Straher B. W. Thornton, III Victor A. Unnone, Jr. Carole Wright Weinfurtner Jodi Lynn Woody Magna Cum Laude These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.6 to 3.84. Richard Duane Adkins Mary Rogers Aldred Franklin David Austin, II Katherine Estler Bailey Robert Neil Bailey Pamela Joyce Baker Patrick Keith Blackstock Linda Lou Boserman Carole Anita Boster John Robert Bruce, Ill Donna Jane Bush Loretta Louise Carter Christopher Alan Conley Lillian Margaret Crist Donna Lynn Dalporto Kathy Lynn Delsignore Scott Lee Denning Charles Walter Dittrich James Roy Douglas, II Melody Ann Eisenman Sandra Kay Farrar Tammie LaMarr Ferrell Amanda Carter Ferris Cathy Lynn Greene Kathryn Suzanne Harris Christopher Edward Hayner Robert Allen Henson Robert Lawson Holliday Stephen Kerr Holliday Patricia Jane Jordan Julia Lynn Judy Karl Arnold Kehler, Ill Frank Lee Ketterman Laura Lee Hunt Kiser Kathleen Frances Klein David Carl Kowalski 
Pamela Nyle Lamb 
Belinda Yvonne Lee 
Deborah Lee Madden 
James Robert Mann 
Katherine Sue McClaskey 
Susan Rae Meadows 
Jeffrey Aaron Morris 
Joan Savine O'Dell 
Sheree Lee Parks 
Teresa Johnkoski Phipps 
Billi Faye Randolph 
Barry Joseph Reed 
Louise Ketz Ross 
Carol Ann Schlich 
Karen Elaine Seymour 
William Michael Skeens 
Tammy Jodawn Stafford 
Shawn Michelle Stancik 
Randall Alan Swain 
Dixie Lee Taylor 
Dennis Orville Thornburg 
Brice Lionel Wallace 
Gloria Jeanette Felty Wannall 
Sheryl Lynn Warren 
Florence Veronica Wills 
Sandra Joann Whitson Wilson 
Thomas Everett Wood 
Cum Laude 
These students have attained an over-all 
academic average of 3.3 to 3.59. 
Kyle Arthur Adams 
Debra Kay Burgess Adkins 
Mary Lou Sexton Adkins 
Vicki Lynn Arbuckle 
Calisa Ann Avis 
Debra Bissett Ayres 
Andrea Denise Baker 
Gregory Warren Bane 
Gerald William Barrax, Jr. 
Marvin Paul Bartlett 
Kimberly Ann Barton 
Rodney Vincent Bennett 
Elizabeth Anne Bevins 
Kimberly S. Bias 
Kimberly Coleen Bittinger 
Deborah Ann Blake 
Steven Edwin Blankenship 
Lori Ellen Boggs 
Denise Carol Bowen 
Desiree Gaye Brewer 
Howard Steven Brewster 
Deborah Kaye Browning 
Nancy Anne Jameson Brubaker 
Annette Faye Butler 
Gerald Alan Byous 
Katrina Fritz Cantley 
Janet Louise Clayton 
Sandra Kay Colegrove 
Todd Wilson Cowley 
Richard Benson Crowley, III• 
Beth Ann Davis 
Violet Mae Wiley Dempsey 
Joyce Elizabeth Diederich 
Lisa Gaye Dileonardo 
Joey Dwayne Dingess 
Larry Dale Dixon 
Nancy Ann Perry Dorsey 
Clyde Roy Farley 
Brenda Kay Fizer 
Sue Gail Fletcher 
Kay Elva Flowers 
Anna Gay Gillman 
Linda Wheeler Gilpin 
Lee Andrew Ginther 
Pamela Sue Glazier 
John Lee Goad 
Tamara Sue Hancock 
Sharon L. Hannigan 
Alice Marie Harris 
Jody Parnell Higgins 
Michael Dwayne Hodges 
Melissa Ann Hoff 
Tracy Elaine Holliday 
Cynthia L. Holstein 
Barbara Jean Hopkins 
Teresa Gaynell Huff 
Cynthia Rae Hunt 
Tami Annette Jones 
Kimberly Sue Esque Jordan 
Cecile Nannette Keene 
Carolyn Jean Klimm 
Susan Lynn Kohler 
Paul Timothy Kuryla 
Margaret Mar.y Layne 
Katheryn Eveleth Lee 
Donna Lynn Lesser 
Laurie Leigh Lipscomb 
Cheryl Gail Matheny 
Rebecca Ann Mayo 
Lisa Anne Mazzei 
Carole Diane McCallister 
Laura Lynnette McClain 
Terri Vonne Perry McConda 
Gloria Lee McDerment 
Diane Elizabeth McGee 
Margaret Dallas McGuire 
Chukwadum Medani Karmyn Shayne Minnite Teresa Gail Minton Susan Leep Monroe Nora C. Mosrie Catherine Lynn Murphy John Lewis Naylor Betty Jo Nowlin Sabrina Elena Okamura-Johnson Helen Sowards Osborne Jacqueline Joy Osburn Jill Renee Pauley Crystal Byrd Pennington Kenneth Alan Perdue Judy Ann Phillips Marla Dawn Porter Anne Wallace Posey Vicki Lee Ray Kathryn Johnson Rollins Kelly Celeste Rutherford Mary Pamela Selvaraj Rikki Lane Shade R. Michael SimpkinsAnn Paula SkirpanAmy JoAnne SlifkoDaneen Michele StephensBartlett A. StonePaula Sue StoverBrenda Kay Lucas SweeneyJoanna Irene Ta bitJanet Lynn TaylorCarl Eugene VanceGlen Edward VanderzalmRebecca Fitzpatrick VestBarbara Ann Sullivan WalkerMona Lea WaltersRobert Eugene WilkinsonPatricia Rae WolfElizabeth Marie Yark
Associate Degree Candidates The Associate degree honor graduates are distinguished by the Royal Blue Stoles worn with their caps and gowns. 
With High Honors These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.7 to 4.0. Sherry Darlene Angus Lisa Lynne Cavender Glenda Faglie Cook Paula Ann King 
With Honors These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.3 to 3.69. Jerry Lynn Beckett David Lee Brinkley Mary Lynn Coiner Sherri Anne Cook Jean Anne Copley Della Kitts Crockett Valerie Elaine Duff Melanie Jane Estler Patricia Eleanor Matters Charlotte R. Oyler Donna Gail Effingham Wyant Laurie Kay Ferrell Krystyna A. Florek Ronda Lee Garrett Janetta Kay Grimes Elizabeth Ann Hamrick Linda L. Harrison Dreama Darlene Hill Elizabeth M. DeHeer Holley 
Robert Alden Huron Lu Ann Hussell Cheryl Lee Johnson Tawna Rice Johnson Suz-Anne Kinney Vickie Botkins Koogler Violet Jane Lambert Donna Lynn Lesser Wilma Vannoy McMillian Randall R. Mc Vay Rebecca Lea Pack Rebecca Carrie Pauley Pamela Renee Ranson Terri Lynn Salmons Karen Kay Savage Rita E. Shriver Lea Ann Spurlock Kathleen Yost Stewart Kim Surratt Michael G. Vanscoy Dona Sue Ward Doris Lee Webb Mary Jane Williams Judith Edwards Woodall Donna Mary Beecher Zuffelato 
Military Commissions United States Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps The following individuals will be commissioned Second Lieutenants in the United States Army at Marshall University, May 7, 1983: *George William Baker, Regular ArmyMark Bradford Caldwell, United States Army Reserve (Engineers)Reynaldo Palomares Castillo, United States Army Reserve (Branch Unassigned)Jeffrey Thomas Fowler, United States Army Reserve (Ordnance)Richard Allan Gibbs, United States Army Reserve (Ordnance)Benjamin Lee Harris, United States Army Reserve (Ordnance)*Edward Eugene Judy, Regular Army (Signal Corps)Telford Simpson, III, United States Army Reserve (Branch Unassigned)Preston Thompson, United States Army Reserve (Branch Unassigned)Randy Dale White, United States Army Reserve (Ordnance)Alma Maria Wooley, United States Army Reserve (Ordnance)The following individuals have been commissioned Second Lieutenants in the United States Army since May 1982: James William Brown, III, United States Army Reserve (Engineers) Joey Dwayne Dingess, United States Army Reserve (Military Police) Kelly Gene Harbour, United States Army Reserve (Engineers) Keith Dorian Hill, United States Army Reserve (Branch Unassigned) *George Garrick Kelly, Regular Army (Air Defense)Kevin Carson Nelson, United States Army Reserve (Branch Unassigned)Richard Donnelly Puckett, United States Army Reserve (Armor)Robert Howard Rorrer, United States Army Reserve (Infantry)Donald Gene Rutherford, United States Army Reserve (Engineers)*Distinguished Military Graduates
PHOTO BY TIM GROBE 
-Candidates and 
Degrees Granted 
College of Education Candidates presented by Dr. Philip J. Rusche, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 7, 1983 
Bachelor of Arts 
Sharon Renae Adderton 
Donald Todd Adkins 
Michael Edward Adkins 
Mary Rogers Aldred 
Terry Ross Ashworth 
Danna Sue Andrews Bailey 
Andrea Denise Baker 
George William Baker 
Shelley Sanford Ball 
Jean Carla Basham 
Bambie Denita Belcher 
Kimberly S. Bias 
Patrick Keith Blackstock 
Kathy Jo Blankenship 
Billie Lou Bosley 
Carole Anita Boster 
Deborah Lynn Bradshaw 
Cindy Lee Braud 
Desiree Gaye Brewer 
Garth Derek Brown 
Barri Renee Brownfield 
Deborah Kaye Browning 
Nancy Ann Jameson Brubaker 
Tamara Sue Cart 
Suzanne Castle 
Debra Faye Chandler 
Robin Leigh Chaney 
Lisa Ann Chapman 
David Law Chenoweth 
Billy Joe Christian 
Connie Church 
Barry Allen Cline 
Sandra Kay Colegrove 
Cary Layne Collins 
Donald Junior Collins 
Summer Leigh Conley 
Richard Benson Crowley, Ill 
Johnna Leigh Damron 
Marcia Ann Davidson 
Angela P. Davis 
Violet Mae Wiley Dempsey 
James Devine 
Monica Lee Divers 
John Christopher Dunkle 
Lauren Mae Essick 
Barbara Sue Lewis Farley 
Joyce Elaine Faulkner 
Lilly Mae Ferguson 
Reva Christine Fields 
Kay Elva Flowers 
John J. Gagai 
Portia Nell Gatewood 
Roxanne Booth Gillium 
David Michael Gladkosky 
Pamela Sue Glazier 
Lisa Kellie Glenn 
Mitchell C. Goodman 
Cathy Lynn Greene 
Tammy Lynn Greenwood 
William Andrew Groves 
Alice Lucille Grubb 
Mary Ellen Hale 
Thomas Stuart Hale 
Mellany Hanson 
Sherrie Lynn Harless 
Linda Allison Henry 
Gary M. Hines 
Vernenna Danell Hodges 
Teresa Huffman 
Cynthia Rae Hunt James Richard Hynus Sharon Guana Johnson Laura Leann Jones Patricia Jane Jordan Nancy Carolyn Keaton Karen Fay Kinder Lisa Carole King Kelly Burris Krebs Pamela Nyle Lamb Lisa Dawn Lavelle Kathryn Eveleth Lee Cherri Lynn LeMaster Annette Lynn Lester Brenda Lynn Lewis Charlene Litteral Carrie Lynn Lucas Paula Kayn Maher Roma Hatfield Marcum Cheryl Gail Matheny Julie A. Mathews Linda Fay Deskins Maynard Lisa Anne Mazzei Laura Denise McCauley Lisa Rene McClure Lloyd McGuffin Cynthia A. Nuckles McManus Janice Marie Ruble Merritt Melissa Gay Mihlbauer Robert William Miller Karmyn Shayne Minnite Kathy Jo Mitchell Colleen S. Moore Nora C. Mosrie Jo Ellen Tinsley Mary P. O'Connell Donna Marie Osborn Helen Sowards Osborne Keith Otte Gary J. Palitto John Martin Papa Jill Renee Pauley Beverly Ann Peters Wilfred J. Plumley, Jr. Kevin Gerald Prichard Michael L. Rash Carolyn Rose Rauer Kristina Louise Ray Tamara Ellen Roberts Barbara Ann Roush Jill L. Rowland LeeAnn Rowsey Patricia Lynn Ruch Kimberly Kay Porter Sansom Barbara J. McCarty Scarberry Julie Ann Scolapio Karen Elaine Seymour Christopher John Sienkiewicz Toni Rae Darnell Simpson Dianna Insco Skaggs Geraldine Flynn Staley Patricia Ann Stanek James Harlan Stepp, Jr. Brenda Kay Lucas Sweeney Lisa Cooke Taliaferro John Martin Thacker Monica Cecile T raini Lori Shawn Trull Donna Marie Tully Joy Sabrina Wakefield Barbara Ann Sullivan Walker Angela Shawn Walls Donna Jean Walsh Vickie L. Maynard Wamsley Robert Matthew Weiler Carole Wright Weinfurtner Kimberly Jo Whaley James Brian Wilkerson Catherine Ellen Williams Karen Lea Williams Richard Brent Wilson Sandra K. Wilson William Clark Wilson, Ill James David Woodrum Sherri R. Woods Donna Jo Wright Carol M. Young Bachelor of Science Brian Keith Ihnen Kathy Denise Linville Jerry Arthur Maddox Loren Alan Mundstock Patricia Phelps Plumley Cristi Wynn Shaver Thomas Leo Twyford, Jr. Jennifer Ann Welsh 
Degrees Granted December 18, 1982 Bachelor of Arts Stephen Lee Aronson Dawn Susan Avison Dennis Joseph Barr Kimberly Ann Barton Nancy S. Bishop Cheryl Jo Blackwell Lori Ellen Boggs Jan Allison Bradford Robbyn Leigh Brooks Jeanne Anne Burford Deanna Lynn Carter Sally Jane Casdorph Patricia Vance Casto Bonnie Lou Cobb Christopher Alan Conley Crystal Lynn Cutright Donna Lynn Dalporto James Roy Douglas, II Susan Lynn Ellison Melinda Jo Escue Sonja Jean Ferguson Cleon Russell Fowler Diane Lynn Goodall William Edward Graf Beverly Ruth Halstead Marsha Jean Hatfield Sharon Kimberly Hawkins Carolyn Shirley Haysmer Jennifer Lynn Higginbotham Barbara Jean Hopkins 
Joan Catherine Hubbert Pamela Gayle Huffman Linda Lou Hunt Peggy Sue Irwin Jody Lynn Jarrell Laura Lee Hunt Kiser Brenda L. Harmon Knight Kimberlan Sue Kryzak Sheila Colleen Lemon Vicky Lynne Lewandowski Joyce Gail T weel Lewis Kimberly Rhodes May Deborah Cheri Mays Jimmie Sue Pridemore Mazon Terri Venne Perry McConda Barbara Lynne McConnell Debra Ann McGraw Robin Rae Meadows Rosalie Elizabeth Meadows Susan Rae Meadows Alta Elaine Merritt Carole Anne Millar Katherine D. Miller Hallie Cook Mollette Joan Savine O'Dell Teresa Walker Pelfrey Crystal Byrd Pennington Doris Fay Peyton Charles David Price Billi Faye Randolph Michele Maree Rodgers-Amini Kathryn Johnson Rollins Nancy Porter Salmons Carol Elizabeth Sheppe Kevin Ray Shope Robert Eugene Simms Elizabeth Ann Snodgrass Jane Marie Stephens Paula Sue Stover Barbara Fannin Sutherland 
Degrees Granted August 20, 1982 Bachelor of Arts Glen David Adkins Mark Wesley Adkins Kathryn Ann Bachtel Kimberly Coleen Bittinger Wendy Lee Elliott Tammie LaMarr Ferrell Merideth Elaine Grimm Tamara Sue Hancock Karen Sue Evans Hopkins Lesley Jean Hughes Kenneth George Johnson Connie Leigh Jones Carolyn Jean Klimm Ronald Allen McClung Phillip Adrian McClure Joel Scott Milam Sabrina Lorraine Monroe Diedre Elizabeth Moore June Kessinger Moore Sheila Jeanette Patterson Julie McMillian Peck Carolyn Sue Shank College of Education-Duddie Jean Thomas William James Tibbs Amy Louise Toth Susan Margretta Trawick A. Elaine VanceTheresa Lynn WalkerJudith Martin WarnerJanet McMullen WhiteKimberly Dawn WoodSandra Hodge WorkmanBachelor of Science Emmett Dickson Blanton Cooper Marsha Rae Fernandez Tammie A. Green John Douglas Patric Lou Ann Riley Sarah Catherine Peters Sidebottom Leah Ferguson Spears Belinda Rene Williams Crystal Lynne Wilson Jennifer Sue Woodson Bachelor of Science Laura Lynnette McClain Albert Frank Plymale Catherine Winter 
'1 
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Degrees Granted July 16, 1982 Bachelor of Arts Phillip Darrell Adkins Phillip Mark Akers Clyde Roy Farley Sharon Lynne Foster Leola Morris Hairston Terri Lee Hill Lori Ann Klinger Stephanie Gwen Mahone Mary Agnes McNeish Shelia Dawn Miller Mary Lee Moore Charles Kevin Muth Patricia Maynard Ooten Helen Powell Pack Vanessa Cheryl Pack Walter Dale Pigmon Sherry Lynn Rigney Ann Paula Skirpan Janet Lynn Taylor Kathy Templeton Wallace Linda Jean Woodrum 
rd 
College of Liberal Arts 
Candidates presented by Dr. Alan B. Gould, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 7, 1983 Bachelor of Arts 
Lynda Sue Alexander 
Vicki Lynn Arbuckle 
Franklin David Austin, II 
Calisa Ann Avis 
Brett Kevin Bailey 
Mary Price Barlow 
Marvin Paul Bartlett · 
Donald Scott Barton 
Alan Byron Bennett 
Andrew Joseph Bihl 
Andrea Lynn Billups 
Beth Adair Bolden 
Kenneth Armand Bourgeois 
William Russell Bowers 
Donna Jane Bush 
Gerald Alan Byous 
Sean Callebs 
Katrina Fritz Cantley 
David Arnold Casto 
Montserrat Miller Chambers 
Michael David Clay 
Michael R. Clifford 
David K. Collett, Jr. 
Sarah Kushleen Conaty 
Lori E. Consaul 
Donna Gail Cox 
Lillian Margaret Crist 
Katherine Sue Curkendall 
Margaret Ann Curry 
Charles Walter Dittrich 
Jennifer Dawn Dokes 
Michael Scott Dudding 
Sandra Kay Farrar 
Mark Anthony Ferris 
Kimberley Renee Fields 
Francis Patrick Foose 
Eric Mitchell Francis 
Michael Bryan Graham 
Mark Harrison Hayes 
Ann Elaine Henson 
Jody Parnell Higgins 
Christi Lynn Himmelrick 
Cynthia L. Holstein 
James P. Hooker 
Brian Richard Humphreys 
Kenneth Lawrence Johnson 
Edward Eugene Judy 
Glenn Lowe 
Carole Diane McCallister 
Jon V. McGlone 
Frank Edward Mellet 
Chris Greggory Milam 
Timmy Alan Miller 
Keith Richard Morehouse 
Jeffrey Aaron Morris 
James Moses 
Kimberly Mullins 
Michael James O'Brien 
Stanley J. Ostrosky 
Susan Damron Parker 
Mary Saynog Paxton 
Kenneth Alan Perdue 
Anne Wallace Posey 
Barry Joseph Reed 
Robin Leslie Romano 
Ronald G. Salmons 
Anna Marie Salter 
Patricia Lynn Seifert 
Scott Kevin Sheets 
Jeffrey Scott Speiden 
Rebecca Ann Stalnaker 
Phillip G. Stephens 
Donna Osburn Stewart 
Edward David Talkington 
Saundra Gail Taylor 
Vivian Marie Taylor 
Charlotte Evelyn Thomas 
B. W. Thornton, Ill 
Victor A. Unnone, Jr. 
Barbara Ann Hines Vail 
Brice Lionel Wallace 
Mona Lea Walters 
John Parker Ward 
Bruce T. Washington 
George G. Washington 
Carson Frederick Watson 
Martha Louise Watts 
Charles Russell Webb 
Sandra Gail White 
Ted Alford White 
Robert Eugene Wilkinson 
Steven Williams 
Hassell Clay Woods, Jr. 
Jodi Lynn Woody 
Rhonda Kay Yglesias Bachelor of Science 
Kyle Arthur Adams 
Susan Adams 
Margaret Anne Halat Adkins 
Carl Wesley Barbour 
Robert James Carl 
Elizabeth Ruthmarie Carlson 
Melanie Ruth Coleman 
Kathy J. Conley 
Rebecca Jane Cornell 
Karen Michele Gebhardt 
William Joseph Gleason, Jr. 
Larry Dean Grimm 
Elizabeth McAlister 
Matthew Ronald McGinnis Shaun Matthew McWhorter Vernon Todd Miller Albert lyawune Moore Catherine Lynn Murphy Russell William Norman David Lance Revels Deborah Melviena Shaffer Tonya Janine Spencer Robin Ann Stark Daneen Michele Stephens Michele Marie Tepe Kim Tobias Thomas Joseph Michael Veazey Randall David Wall Bachelor. of Social Work Manuel V. Arruda Maureen Veronica Goldcamp Jennifer Ann Jones Julia Lynn Judy Belinda Yvonne Lee Bachelor of Fine Arts Gerald William Barrax, Jr. Beth Ann Bryan Don Cameron Davis Robert Joseph Sargent Pamela L. Stallings 
Degrees Granted December 18, 1982 Bachelor of Arts Elizabeth Anne Bevins Gerald Edison Blair, Jr. Steven Edwin Blankenship Guy William Bott, Jr. Gina Luane Brooks Marcie C. Butler Benedict Shade Carter Angela Whitaker Edgemon Terry Bubenik de Estenssoro Stephen Allen Ferguson Douglas Arthur Gheen Kathryn Suzanne Harris Robert Dean Hobbs Andrew Charles Hosey Nancy Joanne Isner William Jennings James, II Tami Annette Jones Donna Lynn Lesser Michael D. Lewis Cynthia Annette Winston Martin Alisa Lou Mauk Kathy Lynn McCallister Sandra Rae McFann Susan Leep Monroe Sonya Newman Morning Bart Edward Norris Leskie J. Pinson Kay Lynn Rader Drema Skaggs Redd Tina Louise Riggs Shawn Michelle Stancik Cheryl Lynn Stewart Diane Marie Thompson Timothy William Thompson Donna Lynn Shank Twee! Carrie Beth Waldo Jack Floyd Wells, Jr. Gregory Allan Wood Bachelor of Science Abdullateef Soud Alfares Ann Leaberry Coffaro James Randall Craig Cynthia Faye Custer Andrea Nicdao Fernandez Gary Lawrence Fleming Victoria Alexandra Jaeger Sabrina Elena Okamura-Johnson David Charles Sommerville Eric Douglas Stephenson Brett Curtis Swann Ricky Claude Thomas Bachelor of Social Work Linda Lee Bumgardner Bachelor of Fine Arts Deborah Ann Blake Teresa Lynn Blevins 
--
Degrees Granted August 20, 1982 
Bachelor 
of Arts Sandra Lee Bird Clifford Nathanael Bugg Tammy Rae Cox Cheryl Renee Harris Alan James Hinkle Daniel L. Kay Thomas John Marine Linda Ruth Nuzum Lisa Ann Pack Joyce Renee Porter Richard Donley Puckett Carla Jean Seamonds Robert Hollberg Smith, Jr. Patrick Neal Trout Carol Anne Turner Kathy Lea Young Bachelor of Science Paige Ann Brough Lisa Renee Cutter Derek James Gallagher 
Degrees Granted July 16, 1982 
Bachelor 
of Arts Justin Fredric Gibson Regina Ida Gore Timothy Kent Keyser Marcia Mehciz Crysel Mayard Alan Kenneth Mills Tracey Marie Sherman Deanna Lynne Simmons Craig Franklin Sutphin Bachelor of Science Joey Dwayne Dingess Lisa Louise Patrino College of Liberal A.rts Treva Jane Handley Kathleen Frances Klein Brenda K. Murray Betty Jo Nowlin Richard Craig Skeens Jean Marie May Turner Bachelor of Fine Arts Rebecca Lynn Adams 
College of Business 
Candidates presented by Dr. Sara E. Anderson, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 7, 1983 Bachelor of Business Administration 
Stephen Jay Adams 
Mary Lou Sexton Adkins 
Akiri Kalu Akiri 
David Lee Allen 
Shelley Kaye Arthur 
Melissa J. Asbury 
T. David Auvil
Debra Bissett Ayres
Douglas Alan Bailey
Robert Neil Bailey
Jesse Franklin Bandy
Gregory Warren Bane
Jeffrey James Bates
Lisa Ann Bays
Tia Kaavirondo Beard
Sheri S. Bellew
Rodney Vincent Bennett
Steven Dale Bennett
Larry R. Bias
Gregory C. Billups
Jeffrey Clay Blankenship
Monica Rae Lavender Blankenship
William Scott Boston
Janice M. Brody
Philip Ray Brooks
David Alan Brown
Jimmie Lee Browning, Jr.
Daniel Franklin Bryant
Scott Morgan Byrne
Mitchell B. Carmichael
Loretta Louise Carter
James Douglas Cash
Sheila Gaye Cash
Maria Eileen Casto
Mary Jane Chadwick
Roland Dexter Childers, Jr.
James E. Clark
Steven Devorro Cleckley 
Terri Lee Colker 
Michael Lee Comer 
Cynthia Louise Conley 
Michael P. Cook 
Lon Matthew Cooke 
Clyde Bennett Copley 
Todd Wilson Cowley 
Elmer Paul Cox 
Kathy Sue Cunningham 
Timothy Wayne Cyrus 
Beth Ann Davis 
Carla Blake Dawson 
Lisa Gaye Dileonardo 
Kerry Paul Dillard 
Kevin Andrew Dillard 
Robert Stacy Dingess 
Jon Frederick Donathan 
Jeffrey Brian Dorsey 
Todd C. Dudley 
Scott Anthony Easter 
F. Jane Eubanks
Joann Frances Fish
Mary Frances Filippone
Andrew Thomas Footo
Carrie Elizabeth Fout
William Eugene Fox, II
Julia H. Friedman
Anthony M. Fulks
Henderson Fullen
Cristian Gibson
Martha Ann Gibson
Patricia Anne Gibson
Linda Wheeler Gilpin
Lee Andrew Ginther
Joseph Michael Gliserman
Ricky Joe Gue
Betty Ann Hale 
Kim Renee Hamrick 
Sharon L. Hannigan 
John Paul Hardebeck 
Harold Forney Harper, Ill 
Alice Marie Harris 
David Wayne Harrison 
Teresa Lynn Harvey 
Timothy Ray Heck 
Gordon Russell Hefner 
Stuart Lee Heironimus 
Robert Allen Henson 
Frederick Charles Hess, Jr. 
Roger Lee Hite 
Sharon Sue Hodge 
Michael Dwayne Hodges 
Steve Walter Houston 
Teresa Gaynell Huff 
Brigitte Christine Huffman 
Katherine Louise Hunter 
Deborah Jean Insco 
Dwight David Jackson 
Robert Joseph Jarvis 
Leslie Jay Jefferson 
Guy Lorenza Johnson 
Neal Edward Johnson 
Pamie Sue Johnson 
Dean Scott Jones 
Kimberly Sue Esque Jordan 
Karl Arnold Kehler, III 
Sylvia Kathleen Kidd 
Jacqueline Louise Law 
Kim L. Lawson 
Ian Michael Lazarus 
Kenny Allen Long 
Brian Machtinger 
William Clive Mangus 
Derik Ray Mannon Brenda Lou Martin Grandville Carroll Martin Robert Allen Martin Scott Windsor Martin Rebecca Ann Mayo Willie Jennings McCallister, Jr. Dennis Lee McCullough Gloria Lee McDerment Diane Elizabeth McGee Margaret Dallas McGuire Danny Eugene McSorley James Mark McVey Gregory Neal Meade Ronald W. Meadows Benjamin Scott Miller Teresa Gail Minton Mark Allen Miranda Debbie Ann Mitchell Susan Lou Moreland John Gregory Morris Patricia Jo Neff Marilyn Carol Nevin Daniel James Norton Edwin Obiechina Obiora Robert William Oskin Tammy Tomasenia Ours Joseph Lee Panucci Sheree Lee Parks Stephen Craig Parsons Shelly L. Pereira Gregory Collins Perry John Perry Douglas Paul Petty Judy Ann Phillips Connie Manning Pierce Roger Dale Pierce Charles Alexander Pitzer Raymond Jerald Powers Thomas Alvin Ratkovich Timothy Michael Rayburn Richard Marshall Reddecliff, II Lea Ann Richards Japice Lea Riggleman Richard Allen Robinson Lisa Ann Ruble Kelly Celeste Rutherford Joanne Schneider David Lee Seivard, Jr. Rikki Lane Shade Thedford LaRon Shanklin Susan Darlene Shrewsbury Cynthia L. Sias Larry Blane Simms Cynthia Ann Sloman Claude F. Smith George William Smith Sandra Annette Smith Deborah Solomon James Madison Sparks Tammy Jodawn Stafford Billy Joe Stevens Stephen Eric Stewart Anthony James Stradwick Juanita Faye Suffridge Sherri Lynn Sutler Joanna Irene Tabit Susan Jane Thaxton Dennis Orville Thornburg James Edward Tippie, Jr. Nancy Lee Turnbull Jeffrey Harold Turnes College of Business Linda K. Usak Fidelis Iheanyi Uzoigwe John Philip Van Horn William Arthur Vaughan John David Via Michael Joseph Villers Nicki Lynn Parsons Vipperman Gloria Jeanette Felty Wannall Edwin Lewis Warnick, Ill Scott Allen Watson John M. Welch Cynthia Ann White Gregory Shawn White James Erwin Wilgus, Jr. Cynthia Lynn Wilkerson John Gregory Williams Nancy Pack Williams Sandra Joann Whitson Wilson Richard Allen Wilton Robert Brandeis Wish Shari Wisnewski Mark Lindsey Workman Charles Phillip York Elizabeth Marie York Jan Louise Young Bachelor of Science Holly Marie Baker Linda Lou Boserman John Robert Bruce, III Elizabeth Sue Dille Mark Salvatore Elliott Alan Craig Hedrick Vicki Lee Ray Allen Scott Williams 
Degrees Granted December 18, 1982 Bachelor of Business Administration Debra Kay Burgess Adkins Richard Duane Adkins Michael Galen Ashworth Raymond L. Badger, Jr. Mohamed Obied Bahawi Katherine Estler Bailey Pamela Joyce Baker Michael Stevens Belfield Jacqueline Gail Bias Paul Eugene Boster Denise Carol Bowen Pamela Sue Boyle James Mayo Brandfass Donna Gail Brooks Steven Scott Brooks Tamela Dawn Browning Andrew Wesley Call David Edward Cochrane William Dale Craycraft Robin Dale Daniels NinaJoan DeLaPena Emeka Simon Ezibe Craig Michael Faerber Amanda Carter Ferris 
Margaret Mary Freeman John Charles Fritts Keith Merritt Gibson Larry Eugene Gill Jennifer Claire Graff Sherri Henderson Greene Russell Lee Groves Catherine Janell Meade Hale Jerry Paul Hall Jayme Lynne Hamilton Victor Eugene Headley Carolyn McDonald Helmick James Shelton Henson Ray Malcolm Hess, Jr. Norman Wade Hinkle Melissa Ann Hoff Robert Lawson Holliday Stephen Kerr Holliday Tracy Elaine Holliday David J. Hunt Jeffrey Lee Justice Janet Cheryl Kauff Paul Keeling Larry Anthony Kobelia, II Susan Lynn Kohler Paula Davis Kuhn Carolyn Jeannette Lattin Donna Dale Lawrence Sylvia Mary Lewis Kenneth Jerome Lindsay James Andrew Lowen Gregory Scott Lucas Steven David Margolis Edmund Atkinson Marshall Lesa Dianne McNeely Jack William Mease Tammy Sue Mohr Sandra Lea Morris John Lewis Naylor Kevin Carson Nelson Michael Edward O'Leary Jacqueline Joy Osburn Timothy Harrison Pauley Kevin Clark Perkins Bruce Gordon Perry Jean Marie Pletka Douglas Don Riley Donna Gail Rutherford Deborah Lynn Sanders Stephen Michael Shaffer Gregory Kent Smith Lana Miller Smith 
Degrees Granted August 20, 1982 
Bachelor of Business 
Administration Levert McDaniel Bradburn Priscilla Burnside Wendle Dwayne Cook Nancy Ann Perry Dorsey Brenda Kay Fizer David Ross Forbus Thomas Mann Gregory Cynthia Susanne Harless Pamela Sue Hatfield Stuart Lee Heironimus Mark Ray Holley James Robert Mann Robert Osita Onyiuke Renick Dale Perry Leigh Anne Porter Bernard Matthew Preston John Robert Smyton, Jr. Steven Jeffery Snyder Sandra Lynn Straher Marion E. Thackston Jean Amy Thompson Lawrence Michael Thompson William Michael Tiano Rose Mary Tomich Dana Edward Turley Etta Jean Tweedy Timothy Craig Urian Brian Richard Walker Charles Christopher Ward Robin Denise Ward Kelly James Ware Kimberly Ann Williams Jeffrey Paul Withrow Kellie Lee Wooten Thomas Bentford Wright, III Bachelor of Science Michael Ray Casto Russell David Perry Daniel Keith Sowder Stephanie Dzintra Sutton Bachelor of Science Mark Edward Maher Rodney Dee Mills 
Degrees Granted July 16, 1982 Bachelor of Business Administration 
Gregory Douglas Adkins 
Doris Aleshire Bates 
Stanley Morgan Brown 
Edward Francis Chadwick, II 
Alonzo Croaff 
Scott Lee Denning 
Jack Howard Dorton, Jr. 
Harry Martin Gardner 
Mark Joseph George 
Charles Patrick Goheen 
Roy Lee Grimmett 
Randall Richard Honeycutt 
Susan Mantilla Manalili 
Gary Ray Nelson 
William Gregory Null 
John Christopher Prelaz 
College of Business 
James Richard Robinson 
Richard Lawrence Rothwell 
Kevin Joe Vass 
Rebecca Fitzpatrick Vest 
Denise Elaine Walker 
Thomas William Wimer 
Paul Richard Woods 
College of Science 
Candidates presented by Dr. E. S. Hanrahan, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 7, 1983 Bachelor of Science Sara Asefaw Joseph William Bartges Mark Edward Coggins Yale David Conley Harold Cook, Jr. Michael Vincent Criss Charles Stephen Edwards Melody Ann Eisenman John Charles Gehler Anna Gay Gillman John Lee Goad Michael Ray Harris Bret Allen Hart Christopher Edward Hayner Mark David Hosey Greg Kendziorski Allison Kinder Bachelor of Arts Jeffrey S. Riffee W. Michael TuellBachelor of Science in Chemistry Venisa Lynn Varney Flesher Katherine Sue McClaskey Marla Dawn Porter Susan Carol King David Carl Kowalski Paul Timothy Kuryla Keith Allen Lee Vernon Marcum, Jr. Charles Ray McDowell, II Ann Crowley McFarland James Michael Mears Chukwadum Medani Manuel Evencio Molina Patricia Lynn Orndorff Steven Marshall Peppers Margaret Milton Petitt Kimberly Denae Withers Samples Mary Pamela Selvaraj Kimberly Sue Six William Michael Skeens Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology Lisa Jane Hall Teresa Jo Hayner Susan Darlene Kilgore Laurie Leigh Lipscomb Deborah Lee Madden Farahnaz T avakolirizi Dixie Lee Taylor Amy JoAnne Slifko Karl Adrian Snider Karen Sprague Ronald Earl Stanley Bartlett A. Stone Randall Alan Swain Shannon Wesley Thompson Glen Edward Vanderzalm Sheryl Lynn Warren Kenneth James Welch Michael Lee Workman Bachelor of Science in Cytotechnology Marie Therese Ketter 
Associate in Science in Cytotechnology Jeane Elizabeth Chaffin Josephine Mozo Montero Associate in Applied Science Robert Alden Huron Teresa Earlene Shelton Michael G. Vanscoy College of Science 
Degrees Granted December 18, 1982 Bachelor of Science Howard Steven Brewster Janet Louise Clayton Rochelle Marlee Kithcart Richard Wayne Knight Shahryar Mafi Larry Michael Pelfrey Val Leslie Richey Gary Calvin Scites 
Degrees Granted August 20, 1982 Bachelor of Science Duane Keith Bowers Tamara June Campbell Kathy Rice Childers Marvin Joseph Chiumento Nancy Ellen Day Alan Jay Feuerman Carla Jean Hayes Daniel Edwin Huston George Garrick Kelly Jamie McKenzie Kersey Frank Lee Ketterman Susan Bonita McVey Gail Theresa Mesaros Anthony Nwabuike Okam Theresa Jayne Riggs Richard Allen Stratton Bachelor of Science in Chemistry Steven Lynn Cazad Kelly Snow White Jayshree Shah Edward Clay Shay Thomas Everett Wood Associate in Applied Science Joel Stephen Scragg ,11 I 
Degrees Granted July 16, 1982 Bachelor of Science Larry Bowers Kathryn Truslow Clemens William Hershel Haney Robert DeWitt Matthews R. Michael Simpkins
School of Nursing Candidates presented by Dr. Phyllis F. Higley, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 7, Bachelor of Science in Nursing Della Page Allard Jane Lynne Ball Sandra Kay Burris Annette Faye Butler Jennifer Lee Akers Carroll Jill Anne Collier Kathy Lynn Delsignore Joyce Elizabeth Diederich Julia Clare Durkin Sue Gail Fletcher Judith Ann Gibbs Kathryn Jean Gleason Donna Lea Gunnoe Cecile Nannette Keene Pamela Arlene Krajnak Patricia J. Patrick Alyce Rochelle Patterson Teresa Johnkoski Phipps Amy Eleanor Oliver Pizi Wilma Jean Stewart Robinson Associate in Science in Nursing Greta Pilcher Ball Victoria Jean Beattie Cynthia Dawn Beckett Helen Susan Berry Cynthia Lee McDougal Bess Paula Louise Brough Phillip Wayne Bryan Margaret Marie Butler Sharon Renee Butler Anita Byers Denise Gay Carpenter Renajay Muriel Darby Chapman Patricia Ann Clagg Joyce Ann Collins Jean Anne Copley Della Kitts Crockett Emilie Haresco Decena Patricia Lynn DelGrande Annette Jane Doss Elizabeth Jane Doyle Lisa Jill Edwards Melanie Jane Estler Laurie Kay Ferrell Mary McClain Frazier Cassandra Hungate Gaeger Sheri Lynn Gainer Sheryl Ann Gongola Ramah Lynn Harmon Deborah Darleen Heldreth Sherri Anne Hill Elizabeth M. DeHeer Holley Jennifer Anne Huggins Jana Jillynn Huron Karen Esther Imbrock Tawna Rice Johnson Christina Sue Jones Jack Andrew King Vickie Botkins Koogler Jennifer Lee Lamb Susan Kay Lester Beth Anne Liptak Lee Andrea Lucas Kimberly Jane Malcomb Jeanelle Fern Smith McCloud 1983 Carol Ann Schlich Melanie Fiane Smith Mary Louise Spencer Bernna Sue Starr Carolyn Sue Castleberry Turley Leslie Ann Ward Patricia Rae Wolf Ruth Joann Hoffman Zika Wilma Vannoy McMillian Kay Sharon McVey Patricia Lee Morford Marilyn Thayer Moss Sandra Kay Rice Nicholas Terri Lynn Nicholson Lesa Dawn Null Rebecca Carrie Pauley Debra Lynn Phipps Lisa Lynn Meadows Reynolds Terri Lynn Salmons Jan Lavoy Salstrom Robyn Kaye Shadowen Rita E. Shriver Rhonda Jo Dunkle Simmons Susan Carol Slack Deborah Chambers Stewart Kathleen Yost Stewart Karen Pacifici Sullivan Kim Surratt Gloria J. Taylor Kelli Ruth Tolliver 
Tammy Louise Turner Susan Elizabeth Updegraff Susan J. Walsh Lisa Ann Weir Kimberley Ann Wellman Degree Granted December 18, 1982 Associate in Science in Nursing Donna Jean Mefford Davis Cheryl Annette Maynard Degree Granted August 20, 1982 Bachelor of Science in Nursing Delores Hughes Nichols Degrees Granted July 16, 1982 Bachelor of Science in Nursing Florence Veronica Wills Associate in Science in Nursing Barbara Jean Ward Walker Sharon Lee Wilson Judith Edwards Woodall 
--
Regents Bachelor of Arts Degree 
Candidates presented by Dr. Olen E. Jones, Jr., Provost 
Candidates for Degrees May 7, 1983 Dorothy Louden Akers John Lawrence Baker Susan Michele Barker Clyde Harold Beal Craig Scott Campbell Timothy Durward Carpenter Sheila Joan Belknap Chaddock David V. Cole Donald William Conrad Patricia Staley Deering Larry Dale Dixon Randal C. Dunkle Mary Elizabeth Gold Diana Gayle Childers Jarrell Nancy Charlotte McComis Robert Wayne Miller Daniel Eugene Mooney Teddy Elliott Neely Patricia Crouch Peyton James C. Piercy 
Degrees Granted December 18, 1982 Betty Petit Atkins John Jay Barr Ralph Nelson Bentley, II Brian Scott Buxton Janice Behringer Carmichael David Lyle Carter James Love Davis Richard Cleveland Dearien Charles Cyrus Dickey Susan F. Burchett Frazier Sande Carl Genung Edith Joan Albright Hale Sandra Kay Hall Mary Lynn Elliott Hunter Donald Ray Jarrell Charles Rodney Johnson Robin Marie King Susan Kessel Kroening Gloria Jean Cotton Long David William McComas Charles H. Racer Helena Valdivia Robbins Martha L. Robinson Donald L. Salyers Ramona Edna Collins Scaggs Dorothea Rasmuson Slack Sammie Allen Snyder Carl Eugene Vance Anne Jordan Watson Carolyn Perkins Meredith William Andrew Mullarky David Mullins Linda Hamrick Nash William Thomas Plymale Louise Ketz Ross Pamela Roush Snyder Suzanne Joyce Spencer Gary Lynn Stone Avery Keith Tomblin J I I I 
Degrees Granted August 20, 1982 Mark F. Davy Linda Gayle Carter Delong Melony Ann McGant 
Degrees Granted July 16, 1982 Charles Hager Cisco Sandra Elaine Harless Epling Dale Lloyd Hensley Ronald Scott Lewis Darrell Gene Trimboli 
Community College Candidates presented by Glenn E. Smith, Acting Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 7, 1983 Associate in Applied Science 
William Pete Abrams 
Robert Scott Arthur 
Katharena Michelle Ash 
Karen W. Ball 
Jerry Lynn Beckett 
Patricia Gail Bell 
Dawn Denise Bibbee 
Karen Gay Stephens Blackburn 
David Allan Blake 
Susan Piroska Bodnar 
Tina Louise Boggess 
Lisa Lynne Cavender 
Kimberly Ann Coleman 
Kathy Sue Cook 
Mary Ellen Cook 
Sherri Anne Cook 
Arthur B. Craddock 
Tennessee Annette Jones Crockett 
Karen Beth Davis 
Beverly Denise Divers 
Valerie Elaine Duff 
Kimberly Dawn Hodges Dunlap 
Sharon Jean Eastham 
Katrina Joan Estep 
Edward Gay Fairchild 
Cynthia Lynn Fizer 
Krystyna A. Florek 
Melissa Anne Gaines Associate in Arts 
Susan Marie Brown Weaver 
Donna Mary Beecher Zuffelato 
Ronda Lee Garrett 
Timothy Lester Grant 
Donna Marie Green 
Janetta Kay Grimes 
Elizabeth Ann Hamrick 
Linda L. Harrison 
Dreama Darlene Hill 
Stephen Arthur Hunter 
Lu Ann Hussell 
Sally Ann Jacobs 
Cheryl Lee Johnson 
Patona Leigh Jones 
Sharon Ann Kamp 
Paula Ann King 
Pamela Sue Hall Lambert 
Violet Jane Lambert 
Brian Jeffrey Larson 
Tia Diane Lawson 
Amelia Dawn Lilly 
Kimberly Diane Lovejoy 
Cynthia Lynn Lucas 
Holly Sue McDaniel 
Timothy Robert McNabb 
Randall R. McVay 
Debra Hale Mills 
Michael Glenn Miller 
Daniel Noel Mullins 
Dana Robin O'Brien 
Charlotte R. Oyler 
Rebecca Lea Pack 
Scarlett Sue Pauley 
Deborah Ann Perry 
Russanne Poling 
Pamela Renee Ranson 
Cynthia Marie Reynolds 
Jack D. Richmond 
Jessie Lynn Richardson 
Terrence Wesley Riggs 
Donna Mae Robertson 
Karen Kay Savage 
Karen Annette Scarberry 
Connie Liston Sharrow 
Nora Lynn Smith 
Lola Jean Spencer 
Karen Annette Villers 
Marsha Lynn Walker 
Robert Clinton Walker 
Dona Sue Ward 
Diana Kay Kelley Warfield 
Sheri Danette Waugh 
Aimee Jill Williams 
Mary Jane Williams 
Victoria Ellen Wilton 
Julie Anne Woerner 
Barbara Ann Wright 
Angie Lynn Young 
! 
Degrees Granted December 18, 1982 Associate in Applied Science Sherry Darlene Angus Harold Lee Beaty Dawn Denise Bibbee David Lee Brinkley Kim Renee Clinton Mary Lynn Coiner Angela Kay Copley James Richard Cutright, II Debra Simpson Dean Michael Paul Delong Julia Ann Dransfield Keith Douglas Edwards Connie Jean Farley Karin Joan Greenlaw Associate in Arts Glenda Faglie Cook Vanessp. Annette Hairston LuAnn Beck Harvey Shirley Reed Johnson Janis Bias Kingery Donna Lynn Lesser James L. Marra Patricia Eleanor Matters Elizabeth Ann McDavid Mary Lynn Meadows Victor Lee Moses Cynthia Lynn Nance James Phillip Nelson Nancy Ann Porter Steven Frank Richards 
Degree Granted August 20, 1982 Associate in Applied Science Cynthia Lynn Chandler Andrew Thomas Darves Beverly Nadine Daugherty Jacqueline Evette Helm Marva Yvonne Henderson 
Degrees Granted July 16, 1982 Associate in Applied Science Lesli Winifred Blair Charles William Carl Susan Marie Conrad Mark Adam Ferman Holly Lynn Jeffery Jamie Jones-Lawrence Suz-Anne Kinney Mark Edward Robertson Tina Denise Sanders Sharon Kay Schramm Dana Edward Skeens David Howard Smith Dawn Rochelle Spencer Lea Ann Spurlock Sheila Lynne Taylor Amber Runyon Thomas Michael Alan T urkaly John William Wade Doris Lee Webb Cynthia Sue Wells Donna Gail Effingham Wyant Vincent Arnold Moses Pandora LaFearne Saunders Tammy Faye Mullins Elizabeth Anne Runion Patricia Margaret Wade 
Graduate School Candidates presented by Dr. Paul D. Stewart, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 7, 1983 Doctor of Education Betty Joan Jarrell A.B., M.B.A., Marshall UniversityPatricia Simms Harrison A.B., M.A., Marshall UniversityMaster of Arts Cathy Elaine Adkins Marshall University Early Childhood Education Moaiad A. S. Alaw Baghdad University Art Ann Bailey Altizer Marshall University English Robert Charles Bishop, Jr. Marshall University Biological SciencesJennifer Sue Blake Marshall University Biological SciencesJacklyn Rains Brillhart Marshall University Reading Education Cheryl Diana McCann Bryant Marshall University Elementary Education Robert Joseph Bucina, Jr. West Virginia Wesleyan College Speech Lynn Budde Beloit College Art Ma.Anunciacion Calangi University of Saint Thomas Communication Arts Mary Margaret Callahan Glenville State College Special Education Rose Grim Campbell West Virginia State College Library Science Education Ronald Joseph Caviani, Jr. Northern Michigan University Music Terrell Lee Childers Marshall University Mathematics Michael Roy Christen Kentucky Christian College Counseling Randy Joe Clark Marshall University Educational Administration Teresa Lynn Eaton Clark Marshall University Counseling Florence Elizabeth Mcfann Collier Ohio University Sociology Steven Owen Dale Marshall University Political Science Betty Luchtemeyer Deitzler West Virginia State College Library Science Education Jenny S. Drastura Marshall University Speech 
Ann Marshall Egnor Marshall University Special Education Martin John Finch University of Keele Speech Jennifer Louise Floyd Marshall University Counseling Stephen Francis Gallenstein Saint Pius X Seminary Counseling Sherri Colleen Genung Marshall University Counseling Cecil W. Givens University of Southern Alabama Educational Administration Beverly Ann Gordy Temple University Counseling Anne Valavanis Greenstein Marshall University Special Education Mary Elizabeth Baugh Haley Auburn University Counseling Nell Elizabeth Harlow Marshall University Library Science Education Billye Marlene Harmon West Virginia University Special Education Carol Ann Hicks Glenville State College Communication ArtsWilliam Allen Hogan Marshall University Political Science Terry E. Huffman University of South Dakota Sociology Evelyn Kay Jackson Marshall University Speech Janine Eileen Janosky Duquesne University Psychology Charles E. Johnson West Virginia State College Educational Administration Betty Jones West Virginia State College Library Science Education Una Jean Jones Marshall University Art Douglas N. Kelly Marshall University Political Science Marcia Elaine Lewis Marshall University Counseling Mark Alan Lycan Marshall University Social Studies Shirley Dalton Lycan Marshall University English Cynthia Lee Martin Marshall University Speech Carol D. Mascari Miami University Music Carlie A vis Robertson Maynard Marshall University Elementary Education Annyce L. McCann University of Charleston Library Science Education Lola Irvin McGuier Marshall University Counseling Carolyn Rae Meade Marshall University Elementary Education Gregory Edward Michael Marshall University Elementary Education Hossein Mohebbian Marshall University Mathematics Joel Eric Mukhwana Nafuma University of Charleston Sociology Mary Ruth Nash Marshall University Elementary Education Annette Michelle O'Dell Marshall University Special Education Leslie A. Osborne Purdue University Political Science A. Ludean Grubbs ParksMarshall UniversityReading EducationKeith Richard Pennington Lee College Music John S. Perfin Marshall University Sociology Michael Edward Pierce Pikeville College Music Kathryn Gorak Posey University of Maryland Art Alice Eleanor Hall Powers Marshall University Early Childhood Education Mark S. Rapp Marshall University Special Education 
' .. 
Kay Louise Pettit Richmond Marshall University Special Education Linda Price Roberts Marshall University Elementary Education Wendy Paula Rube Marshall University Home Economics Clifford P. Shaluta Marshall University Speech Mark Wayne Shepard Bob Jones University Music Vicki Fields Smith Marshall University Counseling Diane Claire Snyder Ohio University Counseling Kathleen Mary Staley Western Connecticut State College Communication Arts Deborah Harvey Super West Virginia University Special Education Deborah Lynn Titus New York State University College at Brockport Counseling Patricia Anne Toler Marshall University Home Economics Norris Henry Troney University of Southern Mississippi Special Education Charlene Carper Vaughan Marshall University Counseling Mark Gavin Willis Marshall University Counseling Margaret Sue Simmons Wilmink Marshall University Counseling Beth Ketter Wolford Pennsylvania State University Speech Pathology and Audiology Master of Science Luther Paul Bannister West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety lbtesam Bekdash Barazi West Virginia State College Physical Science Joseph Alan Beckett Wittenburg College Health and Physical Education Rodney David Berry West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety Geraldine Scott Bolden Virginia Seminary and College Vocational Technical Education Karen Ann Bozarth University of Charleston Vocational Technical Education Jack Dennis Breech Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education Craige Montane Brestel Salem College Biological Sciences Mary Ethel Bright Marshall University Criminal Justice Lonnie Keith Chadwick Marshall University Criminal Justice Shu-Jen Lawrence Chang Tunghai University Physical Science Graduate School Donald William Danford Marshall University Biological Sciences Donald Ray Davis University of Charleston Safety Kyle Clark Dilley, Jr. University of Charleston Safety Patricia Kelly Doolin Morehead State University Chemistry Mark A. Dorsey Glenville State College Safety Elizabeth K. Dunlap West Virginia State College Criminal Justice Elizabeth Kohne Foltz Bridgewater College Vocational Technical Education Sandra Lynn French Marshall University Safety John J. Grass, Jr. Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Thomas Victor Harman Marshall University Safety Lee Ora Hartsock Concord College Biological Sciences Steven Wayne Hatcher Marshall University Safety Gary Herschel Heck Fairmont State College Biomedical Sciences Sallie Dixon Helton University of Charleston Vocational Technical Education 
Lulu Daphene Hensley 
West Virginia State College Vocational Technical Education 
India Alice Hosch 
West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education 
Terry Richard Hulver 
Shepherd College Vocational Technical Education 
Hazel Ruth Johnson 
West Virginia State College Vocational Technical Education 
Betty Jo Jordan 
University of Kentucky Vocational Technical Education 
Gregory Wayne LeMaster 
West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety 
John Robert Lynch 
West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education 
Anna Lee Law Meador 
Marshall University Accounting 
Faustino Medina, Jr. 
Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education 
Robert Lewis Merrow, Jr. 
Plymouth State College Health and Physical Education 
Charles E. Napier, Jr. 
Marshall University Safety 
John Steiner Newbraugh 
Shepherd College Vocational Technical Education 
Daniel A. Parker 
West Virginia College of Graduate 
Studies Safety 
George Edward Parker 
Marshall University Safety Frank Raymond Pearson Salem College Safety Leigh Ann Perdue West Virginia University Safety Joyce Harvey Perry Concord College Safety Ted A. Pettit Fairmont State College Safety Daniel Keith Pettry Marshall University Biological Sciences Carla Sheppard Preece Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Nestor Jose Rangel Carabobo University Safety Joseph Fred Recknagel Ohio University Health and Physical Education Vickie L. Riffe Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Reta Kay Roberts Marshall University Criminal Justice Joyce Lusk Roddy Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Lenora Jane Humphrey Rogers Marshall University Adult Education Rebecca Lynn Rothgeb Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Richard Reeves Ruddle, Jr. West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education Mark Kenneth Ryan Marshall University Safety James Kenneth Salter West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety Harrison M. Schramm, Jr. Marshall University Physical Science Todd Ralph Schwarz Marshall University Safety Terry R. Self Concord College Safety Mark Frederick Sheridan Marshall University Biological Sciences Lavada Rae Shrewsbury Concord College Vocational Technical Education Rebecca S. Simons University of Maryland Safety Annette Marie Ladin Sloss University of Texas Safety Elizabeth Moyer Snapp Shepherd College Vocational Technical Education Raymond Arthur Snapp Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education Patricia Ann Spano Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Joyce Kisamore Strawderman Eastern Mennonite College Vocational Technical Education John Michael Swann Glenville State College Safety 
John Mitchell Tanner 
West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety 
June Esther Thomas 
West Virginia State College Criminal Justice 
Marvin Dale Thomas 
Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education Michael Alan T urkaly West Virginia University Criminal Justice George Scott Vargo, Jr. West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety Martin Thomas Ward Marshall University Safety 
Master of Business Administration 
Robert Jay Bentz Ronald Frans Harju 
West Virginia University Drake University Business and Commerce Business and Commerce
Charles E. Brandman Elsa Denise Hicks 
Case Western Reserve University Marshall University Business and Commerce Business and Commerce
R. Stephen Canterbury Earl Thomas Jackson 
West Virginia University Marshall University Business and Commerce Business and Commerce
Anil Chikersal Zulkifli A. Kadir 
University of Bombay University of Tennessee Business and Commerce Business and Commerce
Charles Norman Cobb Michael Lawhorn 
Houghton College Marshall University Business and Commerce Business and Commerce
Mariane Coccia-Stefano Brian Dewey Menshouse 
University of Delaware University of Kentucky Business and Commerce Business and Commerce
James Leroy Dameron Carol Renee Proctor 
Marshall University Marshall University Business and Commerce Business and Commerce
Sherre Gale Gebhardt Darby Francis Michael Schafer 
University of Missouri West Virginia University Business and Commerce Business and Commerce
Bruce Holley Grimmett Darshak R. Shah 
Marshall University Saint Xaviers Business and Commerce Business and Commerce
Margaret Elizabeth Groves Anil F. Sharma 
Glenville State College H. L. College of CommerceBusiness and Commerce Business and Commerce
L __ _ 
Graduate School 
Julia Zita White 
D'Y ouville College Vocational Technical Education 
Douglas Murray Willis 
University of Charleston Geography 
William John Shondel 
Ohio University Business and Commerce
Katherine Ann Summers 
University of Georgia Business and Commerce
Mark Wesley Thayer 
Marshall University Business and Commerce
Katheryn D. Wageman 
Marshall University Business and Commerce
Shirley Jean Waters 
Marshall University Business and Commerce
John Wallace Williams 
Marshall University Business and Commerce
Master Arts 
in Journalism 
Renee Patrice Chandler 
University of Missouri-Columbia Journalism 
Ronald Livingston Ellis, Jr. 
Marshall University Journalism 
Brian Anthony Farkas 
Ohio University Journalism I I 1: 
Master of Education Nancy Jones Goodman Marshall University Education 
Degrees Granted December 18, 1982 Master of Arts Millard Joseph Adkins Marshall University Special Education Judith Justice Avis Marshall University Elementary Education Said Bagherieh Marshall University Mathematics Abayomi Tajudeen Balogun University of Lagos Sociology Sharon Annette Bias Marshall University History Pauline Smith Blake Marshall University Elementary Education Naomi Arlene Blankenship Marshall University Elementary Education Gregory Lee Bojaski Marshall University Special Education Virginia Frances Bond Salem College Elementary Education George Edwin Boone Marshall University Mathematics Mary Ann Brezinski Marshall University Special Education Connie McPhail Brown West Virginia Institute of Technology Elementary Education Gustee Brown, Jr. Syracuse University Political Science Michael Ray Campbell Marshall University Music Brenda Kay Chapman Marshall University Special Education John Russell Cochrane University of Idaho Educational Administration Larry Lucian Conn Marshall University Elementary Education Elaine Smith Darst Marshall University Elementary Education Brynda Dunlap Dillon Glenville State College Reading Education Obodo Promise Marcellinus Duke Marshall University Political Science Jeanne Johnson Duncan University of West Florida Speech Charles Peter English, Jr. Marshall University Elementary Education Judy Fulton Farney Rio Grande College English Sonya Ferrell Marshall University Biological Sciences Sharon Marie Foley Marshall University Home Economics Julie Diane Fox Marshall University Sociology Tighe Shawn Frantz Marshall University Educational Administration Catherine Elaine Genevie Marshall University Counseling Vivian Fridley Graham Marshall University Art Orman Elwood Hall, Jr. Marshall University Social Studies 
Graduate School Nancy Fuller Hatfield Mary Defibaugh Minichan Harry Jeffrey Smith Marshall University West Virginia University Marshall University History Elementary Education Music Karen Ann Hathaway Katricia Ann Molter Adele Lea Snodgrass Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Early Childhood Education Art Reading Education Kathy Westfall Hudson Barbara Sisson Nance Jerome Edward Stone Marshall University West Virginia State College Ithaca College Business Education Elementary Education Music Susan Louise Jacobs Esther Mangus Nelson Simon S. W. Su State University College at Oswego West Virginia University Fairmont State College Special Education Educational Administration Political Science Amy Randolph Jeter Janet Chitwood Prichard Susan Burcham Vass West Virginia University Ohio University Ohio State University Speech Pathology and Audiology Elementary Education Educational Administration Thomas Walden Kendrick Farnoosh Rafiee Kay Frances Vincen Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Sociology Mathematics Educational Administration Wissam Ezzat Khouri Brian Keith Reed George Zuozhi Wang West Virginia State College Marshall University Shanghai Music Conservatory Political Science Speech Pathology and Audiology Music Egbo Okachi Kpaniku Elizabeth Mary Warner Riggall Carlene Meacham White State University College Marshall University University of North Carolina -Political Science Elementary Education Chapel Hill Reading Education Karen Burgess McCoy Marshall University Nancy Jean Hurst Roach Kimberly Lynn Williams Special Education Ohio University Marshall University Elementary Education Elementary Education Lauren Ruth McKeown Elizabethtown College Satwant Kaur Singh Ramona Margaret Zimmerman Counseling Chico State College Marshall University Reading Education Elementary Education Nancy Jean Miller Ohio University Speech Pathology and Audiology Master of Science Leo Edwin Arbaugh, Jr. Jerry Lane Bailey Mark Edward Bell Marshall University Bluefield State College West Virginia State College Vocational Technical Education Safety Safety Jack Edward Bailey George Edward Bakewell Alice Denise Blackburn Marshall University Mount Vernon College Marshall University Safety Biological Sciences Vocational Technical Education 
Mary Elizabeth Borst 
University of Michigan Health and Physical Education 
Debra Jane Branson 
Bridgewater College Vocational Technical Education 
Toni Maria Britton 
Marshall University Criminal Justice 
Steven Wayne Browning 
Marshall University Safety 
Joan Elizabeth Cook Byrd 
Concord College Vocational Technical Education 
Stanley Allen Cadd 
West Virginia State College Safety 
James Anthony Carr 
Marshall University Safety 
Donald Allen Damron 
Marshall University Safety 
Robert David Darst 
Glenville State College Health and Physical Education 
John Louis De Roo 
Illinois Institute of Technology Safety 
Melvin Randall Dority 
Concord College Safety 
Grover Galen Duling 
Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education 
Anne Fishel Dunlap 
Shepherd College Vocational Technical Education 
Carrie Woodard Eldridge 
Marshall University Geography Susan Lynch Faulkner West Virginia Institute of Technology Vocational Technical Education James Richard Fitzwater West Virginia Institute of Technology Vocational Technical Education Connie Morris Fox West Virginia Institute of Technology Vocational Technical Education Debrah Frazier Marshall University Adult Education Conley Barton Grimes Marshall University Safety Gary Dane Hill West Virginia State College Safety William Bradford Hill West Virginia University Safety Patricia Porter Hubbard Virginia Polytechnic Institute Vocational Technical Education Candance Decker Huffman West Virginia University Safety Kenneth Leon Michael Jacobs University of Denver Health and Physical Education Larry A. Jones Marshall University Safety Thomas Gregory Kessler West Virginia University Safety Elizabeth Ann Hill Martin West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety Frank Richard Meadows, Jr. Concord College Safety Celesta Sager Miller Shepherd College Vocational Technical Education John Hansel Mooney West Virginia University Safety David Franklin Mulkey West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety Joseph Thomas Mulloy West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety Mary DiVecchio Ostrye West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education Charles Hartse! Parsons Northeastern Illinois State College Vocational Technical Education Debra Sue Paulsen Marshall University Safety Joey Frank Pendley Marshall University Geography Cathy Collins Powers Glenville State College Vocational Technical Education Johnny Keith Prevento Southern Connecticut State College Safety Anna Marie Brugnoli Rader Glenville State College Vocational Technical Education Frederick L. Rader Marshall University Geography John Stephen Reus, Jr. Park College Criminal Justice Jerry Duane Shaffer Bluefield State College Safety 
Robert Harold Sisk Copin State College Vocational Technical Education Timothy Scott Skinner Salem College Vocational Technical Education Linda Comer Taylor Concord College Vocational Technical Education Michael Alan Thompson Marshall University Chemistry Mary Kiser Tolliver Berea College Safety Billie Jo Norman Van Nostran Marshall University Health and Physical Education Master of Business Administration Charles Okey Adimekwe Rio Grande College Business and Commerce Jose Ramon Bollar University of Idaho Business and Commerce William Terry Dennis Capitol Institute of Technology Business and Commerce Linda Gale Green Marshall University Business and Commerce Rosinah Ismail Southern Illinois University at Carbondale Business and Commerce Patrick Michael Kelleher New Jersey Institute of Technology Business and Commerce Stephen Lamb University of Surrey Business and Commerce Robin Annette Miller Marshall University Business and Commerce Louis Victor Navy Marshall University Business and Commerce Ated David Obomanu West Virginia State College Business and Commerce Master of Arts in l ournalism John Joseph Eagles Ohio State University Journalism William Randall Rorrer Bellarmine College Journalism Irvin Michael Vest Concord College Safety Charley Waitkus Graduate School West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety William Franklin Wiant Bluefield State College Safety Robert James Rufus Concord College Business and Commerce Jerome Harold Saks Duke University Business and Commerce Gary Dane Taylor Marshall University Business and Commerce Ken Brian Virgin West Virginia University Business and Commerce 
Degrees Conferred August 20, 1982 Master of Arts Laura Jean Adkins Marshall University Mathematics Saedah A-Ghani University of Malaysia Counseling Ronald Everett Allen University of Maine Secondary Education Marsha Lynn Arms Marshall University Elementary Education Brian Patrick Bailey Marshall University Psychology James Webster Barr Marshall University Elementary Education Christie Lee Barrett Marshall University Mathematics Pamela Alice Braden Marshall University Business Education Lee Ann Brammer Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Janice Kimbler Brohard Ohio University Early Childhood Education Vera Mae Brooks Bluefield State College Reading Education Thomas Edward Caltrider West Liberty State College Art William Richard Chaffin Marshall University Secondary Education Curtis Wayne Clifford Wilmington College Educational Administration Sandra Lambert Curry Marshall University Elementray Education Darlene Dingess Dalton Marshall University Special Education Deborah Ann Dalton Marshall University Elementary Education John Timothy Decker Appalachian Bible College Art Brent Paul De Mesquita Rutgers State University Communication Arts Vicki Lynn Dent Marshall University Secondary Education William Gregory Elkins West Virginia Wesleyan College Counseling Richard Beckwith Ewing Marshall University Music Lindsey Broyles Feldman James Madison University Counseling Jo Overall Fitzgerald Marshall University Early Childhood Education Jim Fletcher Marshall University Educational Administration George Nelson Gates, II Roberts Wesleyan College Psychology Elizabeth Jeanne Green Concord College Special Education Vicki Steele Hall Marshall University Educational Administration William Paul Harper Marshall University Special Education Cheryl A. Hartley-King Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Kimberly Margaret Harris Marshall University Psychology Dan Wendell Henderson Marshall University Special Education Deborah Hounshell Herald Eastern Kentucky University Home Economics Betty Hanshaw Herdman Marshall University Biological Sciences Patricia Jeanette Hicks Marshall University Elementary Education Gertrude Irene Raines Holley Marshall University Biological Sciences 
Graduate School Judith Lynn Jarvis Jack Randall Nuckols Jean Oliver Somerville Marshall University University of Kentucky Marshall University Early Childhood Education History Secondary Education Franklin Henry Jones Pius Onuwa Elo Nwaokolo Ronda Beth Strehle Marshall University Glenville State College Marshall University Counseling Business Education Speech Pathology and Audiology Cynthia Lou Kundrat Sandra Kay Eads Oates Gregory Alan Tankersley Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Elementary Education Speech Pathology and Audiology Secondary Education Carla Sue Wasson Lapelle Carl Pemberton Allan Douglas Temple Marshall University Marshall University California State College Psychology Elementary Education Elementary Education Julia Wilgus Mayo Penny Sue Osborne Perdue Charlene Pickett Thomas Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Special Education Psychology Special Education Deborah Hackett McCullough Janet Lynn Rawlings Mildred Hudson Thorn Marshall University Glenville State College Marshall University Elementary Education Early Childhood Education Library Science Education Samuel Talton McEldowney Roberta Lynn Russell Alison Kay Webb West Virginia University Marshall University Marshall University Geography Secondary Education Special Education Jailan Zainal Md. Salleh Elizabeth Ann Sedgwick Maurice Grant White Northern Illinois University West Liberty State College West Virginia Institute of Technology Mathematics Psychology Elementary Education Donald Harry Miller Irene Cooper Shaw Renae Beth White Piedmont College Ohio University West Virginia Institute of Technology Educational Administration Educational Administration Elementary Education Lewis Ferrell Mills Martha Hausch Sheets Mary Emily Wisinsky West Virginia Wesleyan College Wheaton College Marshall University Educational Administration Psychology Secondary Education Catherine Marie Murphy Betty Kay McClanahan Skeens Robin E. Ziegler Marshall University Marshall University Montclaire State College Speech Pathology and Audiology Early Childhood Education Home Economics Frances Wacowski Nordling Dorothy A. Robinson Smith Marshall University Bluefield State College Elementary Education Social Studies Master of Science Steven Kirby Bradley 'I Steve Beckelhimer Margaret Bias Blatt Marshall University Marshall University West Virginia State College Biological Sciences Vocational Technical Education Safety 
I � 
I' 
Janice Rada Brown 
Marshall University Health and Physical Education 
Che Azizoon Che Omar 
Southern Illinois University at 
Carbondale Vocational Technical Education 
Cloyd Michael Childers 
Marshall University Physical Science 
Jackie Frye 
Marshall University Vocational Technical Education 
Robert Allen Grant, Jr. 
West Virginia University Physical Science 
Sharon Kay Gross 
Salem College Biological Sciences 
William David Hall 
Marshall University Safety 
Katherine Marcum Hutchinson 
University of Charleston Vocational Technical Education 
Janet Custer Lantz 
Glenville State College Vocational Technical Education 
Susan Forst Luterick 
Concord College Safety 
Carl David Marcum 
Berea College Adult Education Steven Ivan McBride Marshall University Biological Sciences Martha Ann Moats McConnell Davis and Elkins College Vocational Technical Education Rhoda Helton Meador Marshall University Adult Education Elaine Sturgell Messer Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Ronald Dewey Mullins Virginia Polytechnic Institute Safety Bennie Steve Pauley Marshall University Safety Sandra Faye Pertee Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Ronald Lee Peters West Virginia State College Vocational Technical Education Toni Ann Phillips Marshall University Biological Sciences Brenda Counts Pinkerman Marshall University Chemistry Pamela Lipscomb Reynolds Glenville State College Vocational Technical Education Master of Business Administration 
Dzowahir Bin Abdul Ghani 
Northern Illinois University Business and Commerce Frank A. Black, III Marshall University Business and Commerce Donald Ray Saunders Marshall University Physical Science Shirley Ann Sherman Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education Deanna Jeanette Shields Marshall University Criminal Justice Robert Allen Sirk, II Shepherd College Geography Teresa Carole Sorrentino University of Bridgeport Health and Physical Education Connie V. Townsend West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education Terry Roger Warren Marshall University Physical Science Jo Ann Nichols Watt West Virginia State College Safety Grethen Stone White Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Karen Hatfield White Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Richard Scott Brown Marshall University Business and Commerce 
David L. Harrington, Jr. Salem College Business and Commerce Siti Hajar HJ Mohd Ali Ohio University Business and Commerce Ke Shoung Hung Feng Chia College Business and Commerce Frankie Andrew Ko University of Kentucky Business and Commerce Charles Emmett Myers West Virginia State College Business and Commerce Marion Margaret Owyar-Hosseini Ealing Technical College Business and Commerce Bonnie Mae Parsons Marshall University Business and Commerce 
Degrees Granted July 16, 1982 Master of Arts Sharon Hinerman Anderson Jane Ann Chubb West Liberty State College Lake Erie College Secondary Education Music Wendell Edward Booten Diane Halliday Clark Marshall University State University of New York at Elementary Education Cortland Elementary Education Vana Sue Bordman Marshall University Sarah Ruth Conklin Elementary Education Salem College Sharon Kay Burley Music Marshall University Linda Childers Crabtree Special Education Marshall University Joni Sue Webb Byus Elementary Education Marshall University Special Education Joyce Ann Edwards Dalton Marjorie Lee Jackson Cappellari Marshall University University of Charleston Elementary Education Reading Education Linda M. Chafin Larry Dwight Deeds Concord College Marshall University Educational Supervision Elementary Education Darlene Elaine Young Chaney Linda Kay Cutright Eddins Marshall University Marshall University Elementary Education Reading Education Graduate School Rosnah Ramly Northern Illinois University Business and Commerce Marsha Ann Robey Marshall University Business and Commerce Lisa Ann Stewart Marshall University Business and Commerce Janet Wears Garrison Marshall University Elementary Education Sudie Bowling Green Ohio University Library Science Education Jill Ellen Griffiths Marshall University Special Education Juanita Fowler Grimmette Marshall University Educational Administration Frederick Lee Hall West Virginia University Educational Administration Jacqueline Handley Hall University of Charleston Reading Education Karen Sue Spurlock Hanson Marshall University Library Science Education Romona Turner Hartley Marshall University Counseling • I
David Lee Hatfield Cynthia Kay Mutters Debra Kay Stollings 
Concord College Concord College West Virginia University Elementary Education Elementary Education Special Education 
Monica Jayne Wilton Hatfield Patricia Nicholas David Reis Stone 
Marshall University Marshall University Marietta College Secondary Education Music Special Education 
Rivka Leah Jacobs Alice Scaggs Pack Brenda Wilkinson Thacker 
Marshall University Marshall University West Virginia State College Sociology Counseling Special Education 
Suri Kedah Carolyn McHenry Paramsothy Thomas Lowell Veale 
Northern Illinois University University of Cincinnati Marshall University Secondary Education Music Elementary Education 
Geneva Osteen Kirkpatrick Cynthia Chambers Park Joyce Ann Vessey 
Bob Jones University West Virginia University Ohio University Special Education Elementary Education Educational Administration 
Rebecca .Suzanne Lawrence Glenna Webb Plymale Ann-Lee Matheny Vest 
Marshall University Marshall University University of Charleston Educational Supervision Educational Administration Elementary Education 
Rebecca Jane Lubonia David Marple Rittenour Mary Jane White 
Marshall University Marshall University West Virginia University Special Education Special Education Elementary Education 
Deborah Bowen McGlone Helen Marcinko Robey Brenda Grimmette Williamson 
Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Elementary Education Early Childhood Education Educational Administration 
Susan Bryant Miller Randy Keith Ross Patricia Sharon Pauley Wilmoth 
Marshall University Marshall University Glenville State College Reading Education Mathematics Special Education 
Catherine L. Moore Deborah Ann Russell Marilyn Kay Wilson 
West Virginia Institute of Technology Marshall University University of Charleston Speech Educational Administration Music 
Jean Lotito Morris Jacqueline Sue Scott 
Concord College Ohio University Elementary Education Special Education Master of Science 
Pete Amodio Jorge Juan Barquet Charles Howard Fahrenz 
Fairmont State College Marshall University Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Biological Sciences Health and Physical Education 
Shahriar Arasteh Bernadine Phillips Brumfield Mark Alanson Felton 
National University of Iran West Virginia State College Marshall University Biomedical Sciences Biological Sciences Geography 
James C. Hager Marshall University Safety Willis Calvin Isaacs University of Charleston Vocational Technical Education Robert Glenn Lilly West Virginia Institute of Technology Vocational Technical Education Sandra Braley McGinnis University of Iowa Adult Education Susan Powers Mc Theny Marshall University Health and Physical Education Terrence Edward Olson Marshall University Criminal Justice Arthur Edgar Reynolds West Virginia State College Vocational Technical Education Master of Business Administration Virginia Diane Briceland University of Pittsburgh Business and Commerce Hiram Golden Burgess Marshall University Business and Commerce Apollo Dennis Chukwuemeka Marshall University Business and Commerce Uchenna S. Okponyia Marshall University Business and Commerce Master of Arts in Journalism John Edwin Peck, III University of Kentucky Journalism Master of Education Linda Browning Christian Marshall University Education Martha Gleichauf Fairchild Ohio University Education Diane Craig Lett Marshall University Education Terri Lynn Holmes Stanley Marshall University Education Certificate of Advanced Study Glaray Sue Adkins Lacy Marshall University Education Graduate School Ezra Darrell Simpkins Marshall University Health and Physical Education Barbara Bales Stevens Marshall University Adult Education Terry Dale Zirkle Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education Philip Brent Sponaugle Marshall University Business and Commerce Wan Abdul Rahman Bin Wan Ahas Iowa State University Business and Commerce Jimmy DeWayne Walls Marshall University Education 
School of Medicine 
Candidates presented by Dr. Robert W. Coon, Dean 
Candidates for' Degrees May 7, 1983 Doctor of Medicine Frederick David Adams Marshall University Denise Elaine Allen Marshall University Gerald Grant Blackwell University of Wisconsin-Green Bay Leo Richard Boggs, Jr. Alderson-Broaddus College Craig Lewis Bookout West Virginia University David Aaron Brosius Glenville State College Mary Beth Butcher West Virginia University Karen N. Dansby University of Kentucky Samuel Richardson Davis Marshall University Ronald deAndrade, Jr. Georgetown University James William Endicott Marshall University Albert Joseph Exner Michigan State University Durwood F. Gandee University of Tennessee William Douglas Given West Virginia University Bijan Joseph Goodarzi Davis and Elkins College Wayne E. Groux West Liberty State College Garrie Joseph Haas Ohio Wesleyan University John Lee Hahn West Virginia University Richard Mark Hatfield Illinois College of Optometry James David Hoffman Marshall University Darrell William Jordan Marshall University Lou Gene Kingery West Virginia University Harry Joseph Magee Wheeling College Larry Douglas Mann West Virginia University Bradley Rene Martin West Virginia University Reginald Jay McClung West Virginia University William Emerson Muth West Virginia ·university Kelly McCoy Pitsenbarger West Virginia University Daniel Brent Prudich West Virginia University Daniel Butler Ray University of Cincinnati Hobart Kaye Richey Washington and Jefferson College William Sol Sheils, Jr. Marshall University Carol Marie Spencer Valparaiso University Mark Kerry Stephens University of Charleston Sandra Lee Tabor West Virginia University Samuel Davis Wellman, Jr. Marshall University 
Doctoral Dissertation 
May 1983 
Betty Joan Jarrell 
Dr. John Andes A Comparison of the Relationships between Role Ambiguity and Role Conflict with ]ob-Related Tension, ]ob Satisfaction, and Propensity to Leave the Organization Among Mid­dle and Upper Level Administrators 
in Higher Education. 
Masters Theses 
May 1983 
Craige Montane Brestel 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Frank L. Binder Pyr id ine  Nuc l eo t ide  Cyc l e  Metabolism in the Mycoparasite Tieghamiomyces Parasiticus 
Elizabeth F. Collier 
Sociology 
Dr. William S. Westbrook The Public Inebriate: Social Dilemma for Charleston, WV 
Donald W. Danford 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. James E. Joy A Survey of the Aspidogastrean and Hydracarine Parasites of Bivalve Molluscs in W estem West Virginia 
Patricia Delly Doolin 
Dr. John W. Larson 
Chemistry The Enthalpy of Interaction of Clycine and Alkali Metal and Tetra­Alkyl Ammonium Chlorides in Water Patricia Simms Harrison Dr. Neil Gibbins The Importance and Performance of Superintendents' ]ob Functions as Perceived by Board Members and Superintendents. Lee Ora Hartsock Dr. Stanley W. Ash Biological Sciences An  Anatomical Comparison of Xeromorphy in Selected Species Repre s en ta t ive  of Di f f e r ing  Hydrophytic Types Terry E. Huffman Dr. Maurice L. Sill Sociology A Comparison of Social, Cultural, and Aspirational Factors Influencing College Achievement Among Native American and White Students in Two South Dakota Colleges, 1983 Evelyn Kay Jackson Dr. Dorothy R. Johnson Speech Predicting Televis ion Viewer Preference by Interracial Social In­teraction Janine E. Janosky Dr. Steven P. Mewaldt Psychology Levels of Processing and Recall of Self-Relevant and Self-Referent Infor­mation Joel Eric Mukhwana Nafuma Dr. Maurice L. Sill Sociology The Church's Role in Rural Develop­ment in Eastern Uganda--A Family­Centered Development Proposal for the Gisu and Sibinye Tribes, 1983 Daniel Keith Pettry Dr. Donald C. Tarter Biological Sciences Ecological Life History of Baetisca Carolina Traver, in Panther Creek, Nicholas County, West Virginia (Ephemeroptera: Baetiscidae) 
Harrison M. Schramm, Jr. Dr. Dewey D. Sanderson Physical Science Bedrock Survey of the T eays Valley in West Virginia Mark Frederick Sheridan Dr. Donald C. Tarter Biological Sciences Food Habits and Parasitic Infestation, by the Acanthocephalan Pomphoryn­chus Bulbocolli (Van Cleave), of Freshwater Drum, Aplodinotus Grun­niens (Rafinesque), from the Gallipolis Locks and Dam, Ohio River Mile 279 December 1982 George Edward Bakewell Biological Sciences Dr. James E. Joy A Survey of the Visceral Helminth Parasites of Micropterus Salomoides (Lacepede), and M. Punctulatus (Rafinesque), from Beech Fork Lake, Wayne County, West Virginia Mary Elizabeth Borst Health & Physical Education Dr. Robert L. Case The Effects of a Cardiorespiratory Fitness Program and a Nutritional Awareness Program on Fitness Parameters in Obese Children John Louis De Roo Occupational Adult & Safety Education Professor James B. Stone World Scale Bulk Storage Facilities for Synthetic Fuels and Related Pro­ducts Fire Protection and Personnel Safety Considerations Orman Elwood Hall, Jr. Social Studies Dr. Katherine W. Simpkins The Relationship Between Selected 
Socioeconomic Variables and the Third Grade Academic Achievement of Pupils in West Virginia Michael Alan Thompson Chemistry Dr. James E. Douglass Studies Toward the Synthesis of a Pyrimidinium Ylid. Synthesis and N-Alkylation of Dipyrrylmethenesand Dipyrrylmethanes Julia Diane Fox Sociology/ Anthropology Dr. Stephen L. Winn Dominant Ideology: Content Analysis of American Corporate Executive Speeches, 1938-1982 August 1982 Stephen Leslie Beckelhimer Biological Sciences Dr. Thomas E. Weaks The Effects of Periodic Inundation on Corticolous Lichens Along Big Seven Mile Creek, Cabell County, West Virginia Sharon Kay Gross Biological Sciences Dr. Michael E. Seidel The Influence of Habitat Variation on the Morphology and Physiology of Plethodon Wehrlei (Fowler and Dunn) in West Virginia Steven Ivan McBride Biological Sciences Dr. Donald Tarter Food Habits of the Sauger, Stizoste­dion Canadense (Smith), from the Gallipolis Locks and Dam, Ohio River Mile 279 Jack Randall Nuckols History Dr. Robert Maddox A Confederate Agent in Europe: The Life and Career of Commander James Dunwoody Bulloch Toni Ann Phillips Biological Sciences Dr. Donald Tarter A Distributional and Taxonomic Study of the Adults of the Family Hydropsychidae (frichoptera) in West Virginia Brenda Faye Pinkerman Chemistry Dr. James Douglass Syntheses, Characterization, and Pharmacological Studies of Imines Derived from Ketosteroids and Dopamine Deanna J. Sheilds Criminal Justice Dr. Robert Mutchnick An Analysis of Prison Sentence Disparity Robin Ellen Ziegler Home Economics Dr. Grace Bennett Differences in Self-Monitoring of Ex­pressive Behavior, Social Desirability, and Internal-External States of Awareness: Obese vs. Weight-Loss Maintained Individuals July 1982 Jorge Juan Barquet Biological Sciences Dr. Ronald E. Gain, Advisor Fatty  Acid P rof i les  of the Mycoparasite Tieghemiomyces Parasiticus and its Host Mucor Hiemalis and Their Relation to the Host-Parasite Interaction Bernadine Phillips Brumfield Biological Sciences Dr. Dan K. Evans Flora and Vegetation of Five Natural Wetlands in the Kanawha and Ohio River Floodplains, Southwestern West Virginia 
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